A MEMS-based tactile sensor to study human digital touch: mechanical transduction of the tactile information and role of fingerprints
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Abstract. We present recent results showing that human epidermal ridges (fingerprints) could play a central role in fine texture discrimination tasks by spatially modulating the contact stress field between the fingertip and the substrate. Using an original biomimetic finger whose surface is patterned with parallel ridges, we demonstrate that the subsurface stress signals elicited by continuous rubbing of randomly textured substrates is dominated by fluctuations at a frequency defined by the inter-ridge distance divided by the rubbing velocity. In natural exploratory conditions, this frequency matches the best frequency of one type of mechanoreceptors, namely the Pacinian corpuscles, which are specifically involved in the tactile coding of fine textures. The use of white-noise patterned stimuli has allowed us to extract, using a reverse-correlation analysis, the stimulus-signal response function associated with roughness modality. Its shape could provides spectral, spatial and directional selectivity to the digital tactile system. It offers a physiological basis for the recently proposed hypothesis of a dual-coding (spatio-temporal and vibratory) of tactile information.

1 Introduction

The hand is an essential tool for human interaction with its surroundings [1–3]. The high tactile sensitivity of the fingertips allows for many complex tasks, including precise grasping and manipulation of objects, detection of individual defects on smooth surfaces and texture discrimination. The digital skin exhibits characteristic epidermal ridges (fingerprints) that have long been suspected to improve tactile perception, although the mechanism at play remains poorly understood [4]. They are believed to enhance friction and adhesion of the finger pads thus improving the ability to securely grasp objects or supports [5]. It is now clear that fingerprints modify significantly the subcutaneous stress [6–9]. In this respect, individual ridges may enhance tactile sensitivity by magnifying subsurface strains [10,11]. The latter are further converted into neural signals by a population of mechanosensitive fibers innervating the distal finger pads [12–15], giving rise to tactile sensation at the cortex level. It has long been recognized that tactile performance is improved when the finger is allowed to move relative to the substrate. Very recently, it has been shown that two independent neural coding mechanisms are involved in this dynamic exploratory mode, which might be associated with separate coding channels [16–18]: for textural features of lateral extension greater than about 200 micrometers, a spatio-temporal coding involving slowly adapting mechanoreceptors (sensitive to a constant stimulus) is used [19] whereas finer features are vibratory encoded principally through (rapidly adapting) Pacinian fibers [18,20–23].

In order to understand the performance of tactile perception and the associated pre-neural coding strategy, one needs to describe the process by which the friction of a textured substrate induces the deformation of the dermis eliciting the neural signals. In particular, one may ask which features
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of the substrate properties survive this pre-neural transduction process. Since the skin is intrinsically
diffusive to light, experiments performed on real fingers have been restricted to global force
measurements. Local subsurface measurements are only accessible via biomimetic approaches where the
finger is replaced by an artificial sensor whose characteristics match those of the physiological sys-
tem. Another difficulty owes to the design of stimuli substrates: so far, they have consisted either of
mechanical actuators of millimetric dimensions, or of regularly spaced dots or bars, of different char-
acteristic sizes, moved across the finger pad. Although they provide information on the receptive fields
of the mechanoreceptors, i.e. the skin area within which they respond, they are spectrally too poor
to allow for a complete description of the vibratory transduction process. In a recent study [24], we
directly addressed the question of the tactile transduction and the role played by fingerprints using a
biomimetic finger equipped with either a smooth or a fingerprinted skin. Combined with engineered
random stimuli substrates, it allowed us to implement a reverse correlation analysis to the pre-neural
stage of tactile transduction.

2 Methods

2.1 Skin patterning and substrates engineering

Smooth and fingerprinted skins of maximal thickness 2 mm were made out of an optically transpar-
ent PDMS elastomer (PolyDimethylSiloxane, Sylgard 184) of elastic modulus \(2.2 \pm 0.1\) MPa (Fig. 1).
Their spherical shape was obtained by filling, prior to curing, a plano-concave spherical glass lens
(radius of curvature 128.8 mm) with the liquid PDMS-crosslinker mixture and then glued on top of
the micro-sensor using a thin PDMS-crosslinker liquid film. To design the fingerprinted skin, soft
photolithography was used. A layer of photoresist (SU8-2035) was spin-coated on the lens, and UV-
exposed through a mask consisting of alternating opaque and transparent parallel stripes of width 110

![Fig. 1. Sketch of the experimental setup. The biomimetic finger is made of a MEMS micro-force sensor solidly
attached to a rigid base (dark grey) and embedded in a spherical elastomer cap (light grey). The cap’s surface is
either smooth or patterned with equally spaced parallel ridges as a model for fingerprints. The biomimetic finger is
mounted on a system of two cantilevers to prescribe and measure both normal and tangential loads. When pressed
under a constant normal load \(F_N\) against a nominally flat glass substrate covered with a photoresist pattern (blue),
one obtains a circular contact region (typical area 1 cm\(^2\)) divided into parallel stripes of real contact (bright regions
on the top image). This picture was obtained by imaging in transmission an analogous transparent contact [25].
Local and global forces fluctuations are recorded upon sliding.](image)
µm. After development, one was left with a grating pattern of parallel grooves 28 µm deep, thus producing an elastomer cap with regularly spaced ridges (spatial period 220 µm). Both skins display a mat finish (a random micrometric roughness) in order to reduce their adhesion energy.

Textured heterogeneous substrates were made using the same lithography techniques. Structures infinitely rigid as compared to the elastomer skin were produced by patterning 28 µm thick layers of SU8-2035 photoresist spin coated on glass slides. The masks were designed with a bar code like pattern (see Fig. 1) consisting of successive and alternating parallel opaque and transparent stripes. Their width was determined by randomly choosing from a uniform distribution the positions of their edges. This procedure, applied for various mean distances λe between edges, produced topographies whose power spectrum was that of a white noise with a cut-off spatial frequency 1/πλe. To further reduce adhesion to a non-measurable quantity with our setup, both skins and rough substrates were eventually silanized by exposing them for 12 hours to a 1H,1H,2H,2H-Perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane vapour phase.

2.2 Experiments

Experiments were carried out using a frictional setup described elsewhere [26–28] and sketched on Fig. 1, which allows putting into contact under a constant prescribed normal load FN both biomimetic fingers against the substrates, and pulling the formers at a constant velocity V using a DC linear motor. The biomimetic fingers consist of a micro force sensor glued to a rigid metallic base and covered with the adequate elastomer skin. They are mounted on a double cantilever system allowing to measure simultaneously the normal and tangential loads using capacitive position sensors. The micro force sensor is a MEMS sensor, with a sensitive part of size 500 µm, designed by LETI (CEA, Grenoble, France). It produces voltage outputs proportional to the local normal force and shear forces along two transverse directions. Calibration to relate its voltages to stress measurements once it is embedded in the elastomer was done previously [26, 27], using point indentation of the skin surface. Precision translation stages allow for micrometric positioning of the biomimetic fingers with respect to the substrates.

3 Results

Figure 2 shows the comparison of pressure signals p obtained with both types of skin rubbed against different substrates. The applied load is FN=1.71 N and the sliding velocity is V=0.2 mm/s. For such moderate velocities, the signals are found to be independent of V and are thus plotted as a function of the sample position u. To facilitate comparison between both fingers, p is normalized by its time-average (p0). As a reference, the first panel (Fig. 2a) shows the results obtained with a smooth silanized substrate for which both sensors produce nearly constant signals. The second panel (Fig. 2b) corresponds to random rough substrates. The smooth finger exhibits pressure fluctuations with a characteristic wavelength in the millimeter range. The fingerprinted sensor produces similar long-range modulations on which are superimposed large oscillations of characteristic wave-length equal to the inter-ridge distance λ=220 m. The power spectra of the signals elicited by the rough substrate are displayed in Fig. 2c for the smooth skin and Fig. 2d for the fingerprinted skin. Both fingers act as a low-pass filter. However, the fingerprinted sensor also exhibits band-pass filtering around the spatial frequency 1/λ with further harmonics amplifications at integer multiples of 1/λ. The relative maximum amplification induced by the ridges is of the order of 100.

To further characterize the filtering properties of both skins, i.e. to relate the measured pressure signal p to the topography stimulus T, we used a reverse-correlation technique. If p(u) = G[T(x)], one can always write the following Wiener/Volterra representation [29–31]:

\[
p(u) = p_0 + \int G_1(x)T(x-u)dx + \int \int G_2(x_1,x_2)T(x_1-u)T(x_1-u)dx_1dx_2 + \ldots \tag{1}
\]

When T is a normalized Gaussian white noise, the first (linear) function G1 can be evaluated by cross-correlating the signal p and the stimulus T. The linearized response function is thus experimentally obtained for both smooth and fingerprinted skin as displayed in Fig. 3. The error bars indicate
Fig. 2. Left: Local pressure fluctuations $p$ normalized by their time average $\langle p \rangle$ as a function of the spatial displacement $u$, at $P=1.71$ N and for different types of substrates. Solid lines with the superimposed solid disks show the signals obtained with the smooth biomimetic finger, whereas those measured with the fingerprinted sensor are represented by the solid lines. (a) Smooth silanized photoresist substrate. (b) Rough heterogeneous substrate with $\lambda_e=75$ $\mu$m. Right: Power spectra of the two pressure signals represented in (b). (c): smooth skin. (d) fingerprinted skin.

Fig. 3. Linearized stimulus-signal response functions $G_1(x)$ computed by cross-correlating the pressure signals and the stimulus topography $T(x)$, for both smooth and fingerprinted skins. The expected statistical deviation due to the finite length of the substrates is shown with the error bars and the shaded rectangle.

the statistical deviations numerically estimated using the experimental parameters. The smooth skin response function is odd symmetrical with a width of order 2mm. A comparable overall shape is observed with the fingerprinted skin, but the response function is modulated with a spatial frequency $1/\lambda$. It should be stressed that changing the overall pressure does not only modify the scaling factor, but also significantly transforms the shape of the response functions. This response function field can be viewed as a tactile Gabor filter since it provides both spatial and spectral resolution, set by the sensor depth $h$ and $1/\lambda$ respectively. Such filters are classically used in image analysis, and have been identified in visual system at the neural level [32]. They are known to provide orientation discrimination, contrast enhancement, motion detection and texture discrimination.
Such response functions are qualitatively reproduced by a simple linear model of textured contact mechanics. Following Howe and Cutkosky’s general analysis of biomimetic fingers [33], we consider a small linear force sensor embedded at a depth $h$ in an elastic skin. By assuming that the interfacial stress field $\sigma_s(x)$ against a smooth substrate simply becomes $2T(x)\sigma_s(x)$ for the binary rough substrates considered here, one can show that the following relationship holds [24]:

$$G_1(x) = \int (F \cdot \sigma_s)(x,y)dy,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $F$ is the receptive field of the sensor.

The two terms in the integral correspond to two different aspects of the system whose combination controls the transduction properties. The receptive field $F$ is related to the intrinsic bulk property of the organ. It can be measured by applying unit stress impulses at different locations on the free surface of the skin and has a lateral width of order $h$. One should notice that if the force sensor dimension and the skin roughness (the depth of epidermal ridges for instance) are smaller than the depth $h$, then $F$ is expected to be independent of the skin texture [34]. In contrast, $\sigma_s$ depends on the applied normal load, the friction coefficient and the location of the sensor with respect to the contact, which are extrinsic parameters. Moreover, short-scale variations of $\sigma_s$ are controlled by the surface texture such as epidermal ridges.

The shape of the observed response functions of Fig. 3 was found in reasonable agreement with the results of a semi-analytical calculation of $G_1$, taking explicitly into account the exploratory conditions (friction coefficient and normal force) and the location of the MEMS sensor within the contact.

4 Discussion and conclusions

At this point, a legitimate question is whether the vibrations evidenced with this idealized device are relevant to an actual fingertip. Answering this question poses a technical challenge since there is no current way to measure the stress experienced by mechanoreceptors in an actual finger. However, one may expect that differences in texture-induced subcutaneous vibrations may show up in the global friction force acting on the finger during tactile exploration. This idea is at the basis of recent experiments in which the vibrations of the fingertip skin were locally measured with a displacement probe as the finger was scanned across various textured substrates [18]. The intensity of these vibrations weighted by the Pacinian’s spectral sensitivity could be correlated with the perception of roughness determined independently through psychophysical experiments [35].

Along a similar line, we have designed a set-up which allows one to monitor the tangential force $F_T$ acting on a flat substrate as it is rubbed against a fingertip at constant speed and normal load [36]. The stimuli substrates were the same as the ones used with the biomimetic sensor. The forefinger was constrained in a fixed position at 45° with respect to the substrate plane. By comparing the force signal obtained upon moving the substrate distally (mode 1, orthogonal to fingerprints) versus radially (mode 2, parallel with fingerprints), we could directly probe the impact of fingerprints in shaping the skin vibrations spectrum. In mode 1, the vibrations signals exhibited characteristic oscillations at a spatial frequency close to $1/\lambda_r$ where $\lambda_r \approx 500 \mu m$ is the interridge distance for a real human fingertip. Over the range of loads explored, the relative amplification induced by the fingerprints was of the order of 100, like on the biomimetic system. In mode 2, no oscillation was observed.

The tactile sensor used in this study offers a crude version of the finger physiology [37–39]. However, certain aspects of our results should be sufficiently robust against the details of the system so that it is worth discussing their consequence on human digital touch. First, we showed that the presence of epidermal ridges, by chopping the interfacial stress field, strongly modifies the pre-neural filtering properties of the finger. As compared to a smooth skin, the fingerprints selectively amplifies the signal around a frequency $f_0 = V/\lambda$, where $V$ is the relative finger/substrate velocity and $\lambda$ the inter-ridge distance. In natural exploratory conditions, $V$ is of order 10-15 cm/s and $\lambda = \lambda_r \approx 500 \mu m$ so that $f_0=200-300$ Hz. This range corresponds to the best frequency of Pacinian corpuscles (i.e. the stimulus frequency where maximum sensitivity occurs) [40] which are known to be involved in the coding of fine textures.
In this respect, one might see the development of epidermal ridges as a strategy to shape the signal specifically to the Pacinians. This spatial modulation of the tactile stimulus plays the role, in glabrous touch, of the band-pass filtering and amplification resulting, in other mechano-sensory systems, from the resonant mechanical oscillation of the tactile organ. For instance, in rodents vibrissal touch, the whisker resonance frequency matches the response of the mecano-receptors located in the muzzles [41]. In auditory perception, the cochlea resonance locally matches the frequency of hair cells [42].

Our results might be a source of inspiration in the field of robotics, in particular with the scope of providing robots with tactile capabilities approaching the ones of humans [43–45]. Most of the current systems used to detect or recognize the topography of substrates rely on tactile devices made of a matrix of force sensors, the period of which (at best of the order of a few hundreds of micrometers) sets the limiting spatial resolution (see e.g. [46–52] for recent examples). We suggest that this limit might be overcome by adding small scale patterns at the surface of the elastic membrane covering the sensors.
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